
COMMUNITY HIGH VISUAL ARTS

Advanced Art- Portfolio Development Steve  Coron

In this course you will have the opportunity to improve and diversify your artmaking 
skills; become more aware of yourself as an emerging artist; learn more about color, 
composition, perception, and the fundamentals of classical drawing and painting.
You will be challenged to critique and assess your work, that of your fellow artists/
students, and engage in meaningful dialogue about your artistic experiences.

You will have the opportunity to create and develop your portfolio, for admission to art 
schools and universities. We will host representatives from various schools as part of the 
development process.

Assignments/prompts will be given from a list of possibilities to be determined by the 
students and instructor during the first week of the semester. We will strive to develop 
experiences that serve all students and push us beyond our “comfort zones”.

Possibilities include:
Life/figure drawing Painting methods Artist interviews
Landscape Color theory Gallery/ museum visits
Portraits Classical drawing Exhibition participation
Portfolio preparation Art school visits Artist visits/demos

Requirements:
Attend class sessions and critiques, ready to work and contribute.  
Work hard and produce. Successful artists work hard. 
Excessive absences will negatively impact your progress/grade.
It is expected that you work in our studios during the class time.
If you are not working, I will let you know.

Final Portfolio will include:
15 finished drawings that reflect progressive growth/skill
5 finished paintings/sculptures/mixed media/video/photographic/pieces
10 life drawing studio session sketches/drawings
Conceptual journal/sketchbook(s)

Your evaluation/grade will be determined on a point basis. I will grade each 
assignment/prompt, drawing sessions, artist journals, portfolio, attendance, and 
level of commitment.  (See grading rubric). We will hold mid-term reviews to 
facilitate progress.



 We will hold life drawing sessions each week, to develop and enhance your perceptual 
and drawing skills.  This is the most important component for portfolio development and 
your growth as an artist. You will be excepted to participate in these sessions and and 
produce a portfolio of life drawings.

Studio time is precious and invaluable. You will be excepted to work in the studio during 
scheduled hours, unless arrangements are made due to extenuating circumstances. (e.g. 
illness, suspension, or constraints of medium).

Steve’s  contact information :  coron@aaps.k12.mi.us,  994-2025  school ph.

 You are expected to communicate with me regarding illness, missed classes, or requests 
for extensions on due dates. 
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